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“FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE”

Hydro Systems Announces Celebrity Guest appearance at the ICFF Show Booth 1379

VALENCIA, Calif., May. 3, 2019/Hydro Systems/-- Today Hydro Systems announced,
celebrity guest Jason Lai from L2 Interiors and the Bravo TV hit show “Best Room Wins” will
appear at the Hydro Systems booth 1379 at the ICFF Show.
“It is exciting to partner with Hydro Systems and design their booth for the ICFF show and be able
to interact with fellow designers attending the show and fans of “Best Room Wins. Hydro Systems
originally gave us the opportunity to design a bathtub for them, which resulted in the Millennium.
Then to be able to bring our vision to life in designing this booth which showcases our designed
bathtub has been an incredible experience” said Jason Lai.
Jason has appeared on Best Room Wins" BravoTV, "Open House" NBC, "Million Dollar Listing Los
Angeles" BravoTV and "Tastemade Home" Instagram. In addition, Jason is a Principal Designer at L2
Interiors. Based in Santa Monica, California, L2 Interiors was founded in 2010 by Stephanie
Leese and Jason Lai. The firm specializes in the interior design and decoration of residential and
small commercial projects. As young designers Stephanie and Jason bring a fresh perspective
and originality to their work while maintaining a high level of technical expertise and extraordinary
attention to detail.
Jason’s appearances will take place Sunday, May 19, 2019 and Monday, May 20, 2019 at 1pm at
the Hydro Systems Booth #1379 at the Jacob Javits Center. Jason will discuss the inspiration
behind the booth design and his own creativity.
Stephanie Leese, Principal designer at L2 Interiors will also attend and discuss the inspiration and
thinking behind the design of the Millennium bathtub for Hydro Systems.
About Hydro System
Founded in 1978, Hydro Systems is proudly made in the USA, and manufactures a full line of
high-quality, custom bathtubs and accessories to suit the needs of every customer. Hydro
Systems strives to introduce cutting edge products and designs proudly found in
distinguished homes and hotels around the world.
Devoted to the highest standard of excellence, Hydro Systems also takes pride in being a
GREEN company. The 100,000 square foot environmental facility in Valencia, CA features solar

roof panels that collect enough energy to offset all the power used during manufacturing while
also boasting a climate-controlled room that filters 100% of all hazardous gasses.
Committed to remaining two steps ahead, Hydro Systems will continue the evolution with one
simple thought never changing: IF YOU CAN DREAM IT, WE CAN BUILD IT.
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